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	JDBC, Servlets and JSP Black Book, 9788177228373 (8177228374), Dreamtech Press, 2008
This is a unique book for self learning and getting expertization in java database and Web technologies as JDBC, Servlet, JSP, JSTL and JSF. This book is not only useful for self updating readers but also useful for the readers who already known the concepts and get more indept knowledge on the topic this book is titled. This book gives complete information on the JDBC, Servlet, JSP and JSTL technologies and presents the information in a simple to learn approach. The detail explanation of each concept with independent examples and then explaining the various situations to apply the concept makes this book unique, helps you to understand the concepts clearly and further makes you to apply the concepts properly in the appropriate positions of your application development.

About Author

The proficient team at Kogent Solutions Inc. and Dreamtech Press has seized the market of computer books bringing excellent content in software development to the fore. The team is committed to excellence-excellence in the quality of content, excellence in the dedication of its authors and editors, excellence in the attention to detail, and excellence in understanding the needs of the readers.
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Hollywood Speaks Out: Pictures that Dared to Protest Real World IssuesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Hollywood Speaks Out explores that rare Hollywood feature that dared to tackle red-hot, social issues whilst American society was gripped by the convulsion and controversy they generated.

	
		Explores why Hollywood has always been risk-adverse, and how most feature flms deal with controversial issues long after the...



		

Designing and Implementing Test Automation Frameworks with QTPPackt Publishing, 2013

	With test automation becoming the norm, this is an essential course in framework designing with QTP. Mixing conceptual and practical elements, it imparts all the know-how you need to implement the framework.


	Overview

	
		A simple and easy demonstration of the important concepts will enable you to translate...



		

C++ Common Knowledge: Essential Intermediate ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2005
What Every Professional C++  Programmer Needs to Know—Pared to Its Essentials So It Can Be Efficiently and  Accurately Absorbed

C++ is a large, complex language, and learning it is never  entirely easy. But some concepts and techniques must be thoroughly mastered if...





	

Handbook of Stroke (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Handbook Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Thoroughly updated to reflect the best current practices in stroke medicine, Handbook of Stroke, Second Edition is a user-friendly one-stop guide to the clinical management of patients with cerebrovascular disorders—from clinical and laboratory assessment, differential diagnosis, and initial management, to medical and...



		

Spark CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 60 recipes on Spark, covering Spark Core, Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, MLlib, and GraphX libraries


	About This Book

	
		Become an expert at graph processing using GraphX
	
		Use Apache Spark as your single big data compute platform and master its libraries
	
		Learn with recipes...



		

Nonlinear Digital Filtering with Python: An IntroductionCRC Press, 2015

	Nonlinear Digital Filtering with Python: An Introduction discusses important structural filter classes including the median filter and a number of its extensions (e.g., weighted and recursive median filters), and Volterra filters based on polynomial nonlinearities. Adopting both structural and behavioral approaches in characterizing...
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